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DARINGRESCUE OFPILOT INHEAVYSEA

While Spitfire pilots circled protectively above, a walrus Air-Sea Rescue

craft fought with heavy seas in the Channel to rescue a fighter pilot who had

been drifting in his dinghy for thirty-seven hours.

The Radius, piloted by a flight-Sergeant, found the fighter pilot still

paddling in an endeavour to beat the wind and tide and make some headway towards

England.

So rough was the sea, however, that the Spitfire pilots above, and the one

hoping to be picked up, both felt that the rescue could not be made. But the

Walrus pilot decided that something had got to bo done.

”1 put ny plane down, and after bouncing off! the waves ,two or three tines

managed to alight. Ivy gunner and I struggled and hauled the Spitfire pilot
aboard our heaving aircraft, and then I was faced with the problem of getting the

well-loaded Walrus into the air again.

"I made two attempts to get off, but all tha-t happened was that wo were

badly knockcd ahout by the heavy seas, We dicin' t fancy the idea of taxying
to the French coast, so w had to keep on trying.

"I made another attempt, I opened the throttle wide and stuck to it.

Then came the biggest shake-up I’ve ever had in my life, For more than half a

mile wo bounced off wave after wave, and after much heaving of the control column

wc finally bounded into the air - and stayed there.

"Then I discovered the compass had been shaken out of place by the buffeting,
and I had to steer a rough course for homo, when we sighted the English coast

the rest was easy."

When the rescuers and rescued had boon safely escorted to base by the

Spitfires, the pilot who had been picked up little the worse for his many hours

in the dinghy, reported that his flight commander (now reported missing) hod

shot down an F.W.190 before ho himself was attacked by a number of F.Ws.


